ROCK THIS COUNTRY

Artist: Shania Twain – Come on Over  
Level: Easy Level  
Choreo: Ronnie Doggett, One Step Ahead dance Studio, Mobile, AL

Intro: Wait 8 beats  
Begin left foot

SEQUENCE: ABCD A*BCD A*BC(omit 2 DSRS) D JAZZ END

PART A
2 Basics
1 Triple
1 Chain (turn ¾ right)
2 Cross Touches – DS(xif) Tch DS(xif) Tch

L R R L

Repeat Part A 3 more times

PART B
3 Heel Toe Steps & 1 Basic - H T St H T St H T St DS RS (moving left)

L L R L L R L L R L RL

2 Heel Toe Steps – H T St H T St

R R L R R L

Triple (turn ½ right)

Repeat Part B to the front – same footwork & turn

PART C
2 Chains (left & right)
Rock my Country: S(ots) S(ots) S(bs) S(bs) Heels Out Heels In Heels Out Heels In

L R L R Both Both Both Both

Repeat above again then add:
Triple Kick (f)
Triple (b)
Cowboy
2 Chains
2 Basics
Rock my Country

PART D
Vine Loop – DS DS DS Step (turn ¼ right)

L R L R

Fancy Double

Repeat Part D 3 more times

PART A*
Part A, but turn ½ instead of ¾; 2 times only